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Progressives have often neglected or purposely i gno red t he role of art and
emo tions in their anal yses .

Recently, however, critical theorists l ike

~ax

Ho r khe iner and Theodo re Adorno hav e focused on t h e place o f the "subjec tive"
(wh ich usually includes art and emotions) in the economic _f ramewo rk of s o ciety.

That such individuals have attempted to inc l ude art and emotions in t heir b road
poli tical / economic dimension is especially important for progressive art

educators to pursue at this point in history.

Art therapy programs which do not

include a political/economic analysis of the images produced or the emotions
expressed are becoming a significant entity within our field.

The emphasis in

these prog rams is on the use of art materials as a vehicle for catharting emotions.

Art materia l s are provided so that students may express (etymologically

"squeeze out") their emotions.
The view of art as a form of catharsis and the absence of a political/
economic analysis has definite societal consequences.
Consciousness :

In the article, "Aesthetic

the Ground of Political Experience," Hilde Hein speaks of the

political function of the 'art as a means for catharsis' view .

Hein says:

The preserva tion of political power requires suppression of incipient
opposition; b ut where domination is brutally and ruthlessly displayed,
controversy within the political framework enlarges the controllable
order . Th e social body is viewed as a complex and varied whole, enriched
and harmonized by containable differences ... The political fUnction of
aesthetic experience is then seen t o be the conservative maintenance
of the status quo--art is used in order to defuse and diffuse disgruntled
feeling and potentially revolutionary tendencies. 2
In t his type of situation art becomes the blotting paper fo r dissatisfaction
and potentially disruptive emotions.

Instead of becoming educated about the

political / economic source and depth of emotions and being encouraged to voice
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dissati f ication and disillusionment, emotions are catharted through art and

societ y pro ceeds as usual.

Such a vie\,l' does not, in my o!) inio n, move us closer

t o a s oc ially prog ressive so c ie ty

·.~· he re

peop le are encoura g ed t o examine t he

political / economic r oots of their existence.
Art therapy p ro g rams do provide a needed place for connecting art and
emotions:

their downfal l

is in the lack o f political / economic analysis and t h e

a bsence of presenting art materials as a means for constructing and furthering
chan ge rather than simply absorbing it.

Again, Hein states it SUCCinctl y :

For t h e individual, aesthetic experience becomes a legitimate mode

of ,expression. l iterally of expulsion of accumulated anti- social
tendencies and impulses ... The individual is permitted through art
(and other f o rms of controllable aesthetic experience) to purge his
feelings of anger, rage, unrequited love, personal inadequacy , and
impotence--all feelings which, if vented in political action, would
be disruptive and socially dangerous. Hence ,,'e have institutionalized
!tart therapy" for school children, hospital inmates, and patients in
old age homes, and even ghetto inhabitants who are now invited to
draw graffiti and wall paintings. 3

In addition to the importance of developing a view of art and emotions to
replace this catharsis View, a new conceptionalization is also needed if we are
to progress towards:

1) an analysis of the pervasiveness of the mass media and

2) an elimination of the view of emotions as irrational and, by association, the
view of women as irrational.
Many of the images which we experience via television, film, and magazines
involve emotions.

Of course, the question is how they involve emotions.

A

common notion is that pictures of , for example, children in a park with balloons,
evoke the emotion of joy .

Here the emotion is a kind of physiological sensation

which is evoked by the p i cture.

However , if emotions are only physiological

sensations it would be difficult if not impossible to differentiate between
them.

For example. we may twitch when we are angry or when we are in love ;

we may perspire when we are embarassed or fearful; and so forth.

Clearly there is
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a cognitive or reasoning aspect to emotions as ,,-ell as a physiological aspect.
The emotion or jealousy, for example, consists not only of certain physiological
sensations but also of the judgment that ·SODeone has something which rightfully

belongs to me.
In aoditian, I propose that emotions have a visual aspect.

Emotions

consist of physiological sensations, judgments , and certain visual experiences.
These visual experiences which are part of our emotions are derived from many
sources .

A primary source, however, is the mass media.

The idea, then, is that

images such as those of children and balloons do not simply evoke certain emotions--they present a visual aspect of an emotion.
This view of pictures and emotions stresses t he pervasiveness of the mass
media .

That is, pic tures from the mass media are not only influential at the

time t hey are seen/they also shape the way in which we lead our entire emotional
life.

For example, the picture of two young people running down the beach

into the sunset not only affects us while we are sitting in front of the
televisiou,it permeates the rest of our lire as well.

I shudder to think of

how many people have tried to structure their day to day experience to fit
this visual aspect of the emotion of love.

Questions such as, "Hnat are the

political/economic implications of a visual aspect of love where the people
involved are young and healthy rather than old and handicapped?" could provoke us
to reflect upon the political/economic aspect of the images which pervade our
day to day emotional life .

A theory which stressed the visual aspect of

emotions could provide the beginnings of a rationale for such an approach.
A reassessment of our conceptualization of art and emotions is not only
essential to a thorough analysis of the pervasive influence of images from the
mass media; it is also important to the elimination of sexism.
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Doe of the reas ons given for ',,;or:len's supp ose d inability to be competent
intellectuals is that we are too emotional .
fo r our e motional sensitivity and, on t he

On the o ne hand , we are 9raised

ot~er

hand , we are told that we are

too emotional to handle serious decision making.
is

to deny that

wo~en

are necessarily emoti onal.

The typical r etort to this
Instead or t his tact, I

pr opose that those o f us who do have such insight (aoc all women do not) take
c redit for understanding emotions and work t owards conceptualizing what this

entails.

Understandin g the judgments, images , and sensations which make up

eWDtions is an accomplishment in the sphere of rationality;

it is not an i rra-

tional aspect of knowledge which should necessari ly be discarded.

Cnfortunately ,

the view of emotions as irrational sensations and, by associati on , the
o f women as irrational continues t o exist in t his society
in film and other media.

vie~

and is p romulgated

In a recent book on the por trayal of

~omen

in film

the author states :
Directors, like Ingmar Bergman, whose films have been mystified into
a cult, persist in depicting women as tortured, conf used and incapable
of rising above a repellent biological frailty. Because Bergman of ten
has women as his subject matter and focus of attention, it is false ly
assumed by many women that he has insight into or particular feeling for
women . . . yet .•. his female characters are more complete in th e ir degradation
than are his men because they are out of place and uncomfortab l e in the world
of the mind and the conscious pursuit of meaning .. . The world cinema today
is unable to provide an image of women who acM.eve torough their drives
instead of by an unnatural distortion of them . 4
In sum, I have proposed that a new conceptualization of emotions is needed if
we are to progress to\,tards: 1) a critical analysis of emotions rather than a
catha rsis of them; 2) an evaluation of the pervasive influence of images from
the popular arts in our day to day emotional lives; and 3) an el imination of the
negative connotations of women ' s knowledge of emotions.
why working towards these things is socially progressive.

I have not argued
What I have argued

is that if moving towards these things is seen as socially pr og ressive, then
art educato rs concerned with social progress must work on re-conceptualizing
t.h@ existing: views of emotions and the arts place in relationship to them .
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